
Sunday 1st November 2015 

Waltham Sunday League Division One Match at the Edmonton Sports & Social Club (Pitch 2) 
 

Kick-Off: 10.35.a.m. 
 

Result: EDMONTON ROVERS ..............0 OLD POND ATHLETIC ................ 4 Half-Time: 0-1 
 

SHIRT NUMBER TEAM (4-3-3 / 4-4-2 72) GOAL TIMES 

1 GK Simon JACKSON   

18 RB Martin CRUICKSHANK   

17 CH Ivan BASS   

5 CH Tyronne PETRIE   

19 LB Gavin MARDELL   

7 RCM Tem ADIL   

10 CM Holding Terry MOORE (Captain) OFF 72  

16 LCM Daniel CASCOE    

4 RCF Lexton HARRISON OFF 63  

14 CF Ryan BATES    

11 LCF Daniel DALEY   

SUBSTITUTES 

12 RCF Rafiel JOHNSON ON 63  

15 CF Jack BANGS ON 72  

     

     

     

OWN GOALS Scored For Us:   
 

PLAYER-MANAGER: Simon Jackson CLUB LINESMAN: Not Required 

ATTENDANCE: 7 OTHER CLUB MEMBERS PRESENT: L.Hughes 

OPPONENTS’ FAIR PLAY MARK (Out of 10): 10 OUR FAIR PLAY MARK (Given by Opponents): 10 

REFEREE: Dan Richardson REFEREE’S MARK (Out of 100): CONFIDENTIAL 

BOOKINGS: Ardel Amani (O.P.A.) (Dissent...66 Mins.), Nick Sarl (O.P.A.) (Dissent...84 Mins.)                 SENDING-OFFS: None 

WEATHER CONDITIONS: Foggy STATE OF PITCH: Perfect 
 

UNAVAILABILITY:  (12 Players)  Grant Baker (GK) (Social Commitments), Martin Loveday (GK) (Away), Danny Hagan (Injured), 

Alan Barnard (Social Commitments), Leon McKenzie-McKay (Injured), Chris Akinrele (Injured), Eric Ibekwem (Injured), 

Nicky Richards (Injured), Leon Bernard (Social Commits.), Scott Jenkins (Injured), George Stahlmann (Away), Krishan Singh (Work) 

Saturday/Sunday Drop-Outs: None  
 

OPPONENTS’ LINE-UP (4-1-4-1):  1. Carl Dipple (GK); 17. Nick Sarl (RB), 15. Rosco Hunt (CH), 6. Sam Pallet (CH),  

3. Mitchell Williams (LB); 12. Michael Ruffles (CM Holding); 2. Greg Cottenden (RM), 23. Adam Clark (CM),  

10. Ryan Palmer (CM), 5. Ardel Amani (LM); 9. Robert Christou (CF) 

Sub.:  18. Nick Christou (On for Amani... 68 Mins.) 
 

OPPONENTS’ GOALSCORERS:  Cottenden (6, 68 (Pen.), 85 (Pen.) Mins.), Pallet (79 Mins.) 
 

MATCH REPORT 

Our ongoing injury and general unavailability problems were worse than ever for this game with no less than 12 players unable to play. That 

meant Manager Simon Jackson had to go in goal again, but at least we still had a strong group of outfield players including two good 

substitutes, which emphasised the strength of our squad this season. In very foggy conditions and with Referee Dan Richardson choosing not 

to use Club Linesmen, our opponents Old Pond unwisely decided to play a suicidal offside trap all match long from which we caught them out 

on numerous occasions and we should have already been in front even before they took the lead after just 6 minutes with their first shot at 

goal as Greg Cottenden hit the ball through a crowd of players into the top corner past an unsighted Jacko. We then dominated the rest of 

the First Half though and had something like 75% of the possession and at least 15 shots at goal without being able to score, while Old Pond 

just had two further chances on the break which both produced good saves from Jacko. Our opponents came out for the Second Half a lot 

more lively though and it ended up being an even half in terms of chances created, although we once again had the better ones before Old 

Pond's Greg Cottenden easily made it 2-0 from the penalty spot in the 68th minute after Martin Cruickshank was adjudged to have pulled 

back midfielder Ryan Palmer inside the area. We then went to pieces after that with players completely losing their discipline in terms of 

keeping their shape, while panicking that we had gone 2-0 down when we had clearly been the better side. Despite that, we could easily 

have pulled it back to 2-1 in the 73rd minute when Ryan Bates fired wide when clean through, which was one of numerous chances our 

forwards missed due to a lack of confidence in front of goal at the moment, and we were punished for that in the 79th minute when O.P.A. 

central defender Sam Pallet dispossessed substitute Rafiel Johnson and ran all the way from the back to hit a screamer past Jacko from the 

edge of the area, making it 3-0. Our misery was then completed in the 85th minute when Ivan Bass gave away another penalty with a rash 

challenge which allowed Greg Cottenden to complete his hat-trick and confirm a 4-0 defeat for us in a match we actually deserved to win on 

the overall balance of play. Manager Jacko then resigned an hour after the final whistle, blaming the players for not playing to his 

instructions once again, so it is now somebody else's chance to have a go at what has been an 'impossible job' for the last 30 years in terms of 

trying to win a trophy.                                                                                                                                                 LAURENCE HUGHES 


